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ABSTRACT
EXeetrddnetic and light scattering measurements have bean 
mads on colloidal suapsnaiona of hydrated aluminum oxide* The 
•leetrakinetic potential of mixtures of the sol plus added 
electrolyte was measured through the use of the streaming potential 
tectniqas# Measurements of the streaming potential were obtained 
by using a single glass capillary* Light scattering studies were 
conducted by measuring the intensity of the light scattered by the 
sols at angles of 45* 90* and 135 degrees to the transmitted beam#
All streaming potentials obtained wore negative in sign# At 
a constant ionic strength of 0*01 the magnitude of the seta potential* 
from the streaming potential* was found to increase with 
concentration of added Hd# This was Interpreted as showing an 
increased adsorption of cations fror. the solution* The seta potential 
was also studied as a function of added Had* Within the range of 
concentration of NaCl studied* 0 to 0*03 H* the seta potential was 
found to decrease at low concentrations* go through a minimum and 
then through a maximum# An interpretation of the variation in 
seta potential was made by considering the changes in the thickness 
charge density of the diffuse outer layer of the particles caused 
by changes in the concentration of KaCl# It was shown that the changes 
in the seta potential could be interpreted as a summation of the changes 
in the thickness and charge density of the double layer# It was found
^i
that the electrckinstiQ properties of the sol required apptroxlwtely 
12 hours for equilibrium*
The light scattering properties of the alumina hydrosole wire 
investigated by measuring the dissymmetry of the scattered light 
and the turbidity of the sols* The measurements ware obtained as a 
function of sol eoneentration and as a function of concentration of 
added Nad or Nad * HC1* The light scattering properties showed a 
very marked dependency on the eoneentration of sol* Plots of the 
dlsayanetry and turbidity Amotion versus concentration of the sol 
exhibited a steep slope up to a rather well-defined concentration 
and then became almost Independent of concentration* The dependence 
on the eofioantratian was interpreted as showing that the particles 
interact so that they have a sphere of influence which was larger 
than the real disaster of the particles* The effective diameter of 
the particles was essentially unaffected by the concentration of 
added KaCl* On the basis of the data obtained no attempt at a cal­
culation of the effective diameter could be made because of the 
uncertainty of an extrapolation to infinite dilution* Therefore* a 
correlation of the aeta potential and interactions of the particles 
eould not be obtained*
vli
B t m m c T O T
She flslttn of physical chemical interest in a colloidal system 
are tho else, aha?** molecular weight* end eleotrokinetlo properties 
of tbs dispersed phase* Methods are sufficiently for advanced to 
psrait the investigation of those factors for almost any ooUoidal 
system. A complete analysis of thee* properties will adequately 
characterise a erstam under a Sinn set of condition**
the hydresols of inorganic hydrated oaddas have been know* far a 
lasg time* A few of those hydrocele* particularly silica and alumina* 
have found widespread use as intermediates in tho preparation of thermal 
cracking catalysts 1st petroleum refining* Ihansfore* any inforraation 
id&Uh can he obtained on solutions of these hydrocele may lead to 
theoretical or practical contribution* to the science of catalysis* 
Almdna hydresole ear* chosen for study in this research* the 
purpose of this study eas to investigate sons of the factor* tddch 
determine the eharaeteristlea of the eel* A t*nt-univale>*tt salt, Nad, 
and a aonoheeio aeid* H&* ear* used to eery the electrical properties 
of the eeHodd*
Applleatlon of light scattering method* to a study of almlm. 
hydrosel* has net been reported previously* It was thought that this 
method would provide interesting data on the system and that electro* 
kisetie properties of the hytiroeel particles* investigated in ccnjunetlon 
with the light scattering properties* might provide additional Insight 
lota the system*
1
Ksrasw or the u w m t m
«BKB3jS8fllBBi ■ * nil iiy
the tana hydrosol refers to * colloidal system la which tho 
dispersing medium to water* tho constitution of alumina hydrosol* 
bos boon tho subject of many investigations (52, 56)# Thorn and 
co worksra maintained (47) that tho dispersed phase of alumina aols 
I m d  by pop&Uliig aium&na gel idth hydrochloric acid consisted of 
elated and cralatod aluiainaa cmyohlorlde complexes of tho lifaraer typo* 
this suggestion was made to aeeMSt for (a) tho wrlotlon In pH of the
the anion
replacing an OH group of the cayehleride* and for (b) the change in 
pH of the sols m  aging* Weieer (52) baa shown by a careful JM*ay 
analysis of tho sol and gel particles that the colloidally dispersed 
phase in an alumina hydroeol pwbaMy consists of 2f ~ &h °3 * HgO* 
since the x-ray diagrams failed to show any of tho crystalloid propsr- 
ties of the postulated complex* Weioer thus proposed that an ateina 
hydrosol farmed by HOI pep&tsatlofk of alun&na gel consisted of alumina 
hydrate with adsorbed aluminum* hydrogen and chloride ions (50)*
The exchange adsorption of electrolytes and alumina hydrosols 
supports tho concept of tieleer that the properties of the sol particles 
are determined by the typical oarfaoo reaction of colloids* Welter and 
Gray (51) studied the displacement of Cl"' on addition of sulfate* They 
found that a surface reaction of adsorption and desorption mat be 
assumed to explain the relative amounts of chlorine and sulfate in the
2
3mloellar XiqoiQ[* Batta (12, 33) haw ocmtrlbuted further to thee©
•tudias by following the pH change cm titration of i M m  hydr*wol» 
with acids, ba^w and neutral waits* He found that a eurfae© reaction 
oould cacplain the observed off acts of change* in pH*
the cetaphoretic velocities of alumina hydrosole how boon studied 
her &irfe*rj©e et a! (34) owing visual electrophoresis* It was shown 
ttet tb* «Ujtar*ic wk*ltar d.«*«*d on «*U»g H8X «r ^  
to tho colloidal solution, tho two salts hairing the usual magnitude 
of effect* Potaasicea chloride reduced the mobility frm the initial 
value until a concentration of 0*01 K KC1 was reached* the swhility 
i was almost independent of concentration of KC1 for omeentrationa 
larger than 0*01 H* Potassium sulfate had a mash stronger effect and 
reduced the nobility contimoualy until coagulation of the eel occurred* 
ftirkerjee also studied the affect of dilution upon the conductivity 
of alumina hydroaols* Ha found that the conductivity varied with 
dilution in the manner expected for colloidal particles and not in the 
way which was to be coqpeoted if the sol particles were electrolytes* 
this added farther proof to tfaiwer’w concept of the nature of the sol 
since Thomas postulated that the ad was* In effect, an electrolyte# 
Sehuylenborgh (44) haw followed the changes In Isoelectric point 
of alumina dispersions prepared by drying# grinding# and dispersing 
alumina gals foamed under different conditions* He found an Isoelectric 
point of 8*& for an alumina suspension prepared from a gel obtained by 
m  mmo&A precipitation of hydrated alumina oodde from AlCl  ^solution* 
Ftasel and McQueen (26) and Basel (23) also studied the effects of 
added electrolytes on the cataphoretic velocity and the stability of 
colloidal eadde systems* Ihelr reeulte were obtained using a
4ndciH^lectrophoreaie technique mad agreed with thorn of Hurkerjee In 
the order of the changes in electrical propertle© induced by the 
electrolytes* Hasel (23) found tfoe isoelectric point of hie alumina 
eel to he appreedmtaly 9.2. The difference between Ha»el*s end 
Schaylenborgh** values of the leoelectric point can probably bo 
attributed to the difference in the material under study* One studied 
dispersed alumina which had been dried While the other studied the 
peptlxed hpifceol*
Bec«*ily the application of tT*e use of the electron microscope to 
the study of alumina hydreeola haa elucidated m m  of the surface 
characteristics of the particles* Berestnemi et al (2) found that 
fresh almzdna hydroeol® contained spheres which tended to go to honey- 
eaab structure* However, Hauser and LeBssn (27) found no indication 
of hcmeycorab structures on aging* they found alumina sols to be 
probably aggregates of small particles which are roughly spherical in 
shape with a wide range of particle diameters*
lOegtraklnetica
tbs electrical properties of the dispersed phase in a sol are of 
primy Importance in determining the properties of the solution* 
Klectroklnetio phenoawna associated with colloidal systems may be 
chsrasteriMd by eleetrcmotlTe force and flow relationships* Thus the 
streaming potential is the potential produced by the flow of a liquid 
past a solid phase and electrophoresis is the motion of the colid phase 
under the influence of an applied ©*n*f*
The property of the system which Is measured by electrokinetia 
methods is the potential drop frcm the surface of shear into the bulk
5phase and net the eleotrestatic charge of the solid phase (10)* This 
potential nee tensed seta potential ^  Freundlich (21)* 'Hie eaqperlraental 
methods relating to electroklnetia phenomena have been developed to the 
point that almost all solid-liquid systems ean be investigated (l)*
The stressing potential technique of investigating the electrical 
prepertiea of solid-liquid interfaeee has been applied to muw  systems* 
the prepertiea of oeHulose-water (5), oellulase-organic liquid (%), 
almrfyam cocide-organic liquid (29) aa veil ae various protein-liquid 
(I3f 40) systems have been studied by streaming solutions throu# 
diaphraas or sapillaries of the solid phase under study*
Fromdlleh and Horn (21) introduced the use of a single capillary 
in eleetroklnetlc investigations in their study of the effect of con- 
castration and nature of electrolytes on the seta potential of a glass 
surface. The use of a single capillary has advantages ever the use of 
dlaptwRBs, because the capillary can be easily cleaned and placed in 
the apparatus through the use of ground glass joints. The single 
capillary method of investigating the glass-water system can be extended 
to other systems if the dispersed phase is adsorbed on the glass. The 
adsorption of the dispersed phase on the glass surface changes the 
electrical properties of the surface from the properties characteristic 
of the glass to the properties characteristic of the adsorbed phase.
This procedure has been used extensively in investigations of protein- 
water systems (S,40).
Wool (58), in a recent study, reinvestigated the slHca-water 
system and discussed (57) the physical significance of the streaming 
potential measurements and the necessary assumptions for converting 
then into seta potentials. The derivation of the relationship between
6the stemming potential and the seta potential results In the 
ejqpresatont
t- _  m n K i L  (i)
6 "  p p
itax* the symbol* have the following mvatdngt JT ~ aeta potential,
77 - vieeeaity *f solution, K - eonduetlvltar of the eolation in the 
capillary, H - saasured streaming potential, P - pressure forcing 
the eeXation through the capillaxy, and D - dielectric constant of 
the double layer of the surface*
Hoed (57) derived this equation and discussed the assumptions 
necessary in its derivation* Previouo workers (42, 22) had arrived 
at the same easprewiotw
The assumptions necessary in the derivation of equation (1) are*
X) stream-lined flair of the liquid through the eapillaxy, 2) electrical 
neutrality, 3) negligible thickness of the double layer compared to 
the radius of the capillary, and 4) validity of Meson* a relationship 
In the capillary* The first assumption has been shown to be reasonable 
(1) because a velocity of floe of about 100 encase* in a capillary of 
1 m&* radius is required for the onset of turbulent flow, the second 
assumption is also reasonable! the fourth assumption relates only to 
a eyneaetrieal charge distribution in the capillary* sy proper selection 
of the radius of the capillary used, assumption three is justified*
In addition to the assusg&Lm necessary for the derivation of 
the streaming potential equation, additional asauaptiens are necessary 
before the measured streaming potential can be calculated as a seta 
potential* These assumptions are that 5) the dielectric constant of 
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9The criteria of reversibility of tho electrodes swasuring the 
streaadng potential and the fulfillment of the condition of Hoainar 
fleer in tho capillary have bean shown to bo a linear relationship 
between tho measured streaming potential and pressure (?)# This 
provides a very easy toot of the experimental conditions used in the 
meaaureraanta of tho potential# It Is a requirement of tho jaethod 
that tho current drain of tho m m x ring device mmt bo considerably 
smaller than tho current looa through the conduction of the fluid in 
the capillary. It is also necessary that there be no potential loss 
through the external portion of the streaming apparatus# A linear 
relationship between the Pleasured potential and tho pressure also tests 
the measuring device for excessive current drain#
Light Snattwing
The phenomenal of light scattering is associated with the 
diminution in Intensity of an incident beam due to conservative 
absorption of the light# A beam of light is transmitted through a 
homogeneous, non-absorbing medium without alteration in its intensity. 
If non-absorbing particles, with a refractive index different from the 
media, are introduced, the particles act as centers for the propagation 
of light in all directions and cause a loss in the intensity of the
transmitted beam# The scattered light is not changed in frequency, 
except that small portion constituting the Haman scattering, and is 
completely characterised by its intensity, angular distribution, and 
state of polarisation#
The attenuation of the beam may be computed from*
i = V» "Tx » <*>
10
where X represents intensity* of light transmitted In the incident 
direction, 1^  represents the intensity of the incident light* x Is 
the length of the scattering solution 'viewed end T represents the 
turbidity of the suspension*
The light scattering of gas molecules was investigated by 
Rayleigh (41) who found that the turbidity could be expressed by an 
equation of the forms
T  * * *  (5)
la this expression A represents the wavelength of the incident 
light, n is the number of scattering particles per ee* and ot is 
the pelarisablllty of the particles* Rayleigh derived this expression 
under the assumption of small {diameter less than 1/10 X), isotropic, 
non-adsorbing spheres*
Debye (14) found that the essential form of the Rayleigh equation 
is retained for solutions if the following assumptions are modes 
1) molecules, colloidal particles, are small compared to the wavelength 
of the incident light (diameter less than 1/X0 A), and 2) solute parti­
cles are randomly dispersed, an assumption of ideality* Debye obtained s
_ 3 i n in!(JLf E£-)tc n
3 N.k*
?  = / C n  : H C f A  (6)
where n* refers to the refractive index of the solvent. C is the con- o *
centration, g/ml, of the solute, n and M are the refractive index of 
the solution and molecular weight of the solute particles, respectively, 
at a given wavelength* The constant II is characteristic of a given 
system*
IX
the intensity of tho scattered light was shown to bo proportional
a
to (1 ♦ cos &) where -€► is the angle between the incident beam and 
the measured scattered beam* The intensity of the light is therefore 
a ndntmnm at 90° and is symmetrical about 90° in the forward and back­
ward direction.
HC I
§y rearrangement* the Debye function can be expressed as ^  2 f j
Mthus a plot of z ts* 0 should yield a straight line with aero slope
and an intercept at aero concentration equal to ‘p*’» The Debye function
was derived assuming an ideal particle distribution* It has been shown
that deviation from a completely random distribution results in a plot 
HC
of tT C having a slope (14* 15* 20* 13) which can be either 
positive or negative* Additional terms must be added to the Debye 
function for the non-ideal dependency of the scattered light on concen­
tration* These terms are identical to the viral coefficients which 
must be added to the vanft Hoff osmotic pressure expression* In the 
derivation (14) of the expression for the light scattered by m&ero- 
raolecular solutions* a free energy (per unit volume) term occurs which 
is identical to the osmotic pressure* The introduction of the expression 
for osmotic pressure* corrected for solute-solute interactions by viral 
coefficients* gives an expression for turbidity which is also corrected 
for Interactions* With the first viral coefficient the scattering 
equation has been given ast
MS s A  ♦ BO (7)
t M *
where 3 is the viral coefficient (interaction constant)*
As the dimensions of the particles become larger than 1/10 to 1/15 X * 
the turbidity equation, equation (?), ceases to be an adequate expression
nfor li$vt scattered at 90° and tho radiation envelope is found to bo 
uneynnetrlcal about 90°• This deviation from Rayleigh scattering is 
das to destructive iaterfsrsncs of tho scattered light omitted from 
different scattering centers, dipoles, of the same particle* The 
intensity of the light measured at 90° to therefore less than it Should 
be for equation (7) to be applicable to the determination of molecular 
weight, the probability of interference is greater as the angle of ob­
servation is increased) thus, the radiation envelope is unsynasetrically 
extended in the forward direction#
lbs expressions far the diminution in angular intensity, relative 
to the intensity of scattering In the absence of internal interference, 
wars derived by Rayleigh (41) and Gaits (1$) for spherical particles, 
by Heugsbauer (15) for reds, and by Debye (14) for random kinked coils# 
lbs equation for spheres was formulated by Doty and Sdsall (1$) asi
P(e) = [ j r ( s in x - x c o s  x)7* w
ksd 2 7T
where x - “2 , k - y  , and s * 2 sin ^  • In this expression
PCS’) is the diminution in intensity of scattering relative to the 
intensity of scattering in the absence of internal interference, A' is 
the wavelength of the light in tiie solution, 6- Is the angle of obser­
vation of the scattered beam measured from the direction of the incident 
beam, and D is the diameter of the sphere# Multiplication of the 
observed turbidity function by will correct this function
for the loss in intensity due to internal Interference* The value of 
the characteristic dimension of the molecule can be obtained by 
measuring the angular distribution of tho scattered light and fitting 
the observed intensity distribution with the appropriate expression
13
for £(*)• H o w w ,  the a®symmetry' of the radiation envelope may be 
established to a good approximation by talcing the ratio of the intensity 
of the light scattered at 45° end 135°# This ratio is termed the 
Miasyanetry*1* Tabulations of the particle scattering factor and the 
dimension of the molecule as a .function of the dissymmetry have been 
published for rods, spheres, and random coil© (14, 45, 37, 17)* Through 
the use of plots of these tabulations the correction to the 90° turbidity 
data, as well as the sise of the particle, can be obtained provided a 
shape can be assigned to the particle. If the colloidal solution has 
say degree of orientation of the particles, an interference effect 
appears which is independent of the scattering from the different volume 
elements of the particle. This external interference causes the measured 
dissymmetry to decrease with increasing concentration (19)* The intrinsic 
dissymmetry, i.e., dissymmetry extrapolated to zero concentration, is 
used to avoid this additional interference effect.
The Rayleigh equation, equation (5), and the extension for the 
scattering from non-ideal solutions, equation (7), are derived under the 
assumption of isotropic particles. Thus an induced electric vector in 
the particle is in the same direction as the electric vector of the 
exciting light. This causes the 90° scattering to be completely- 
polarized in the plane of the induced dipole. Deviations of the particle 
from the condition of isotropy results in partial depolarization of the 
light scattered at 90° • The 90° scattering from such a particle is 
larger than it should be because of the additional component arising 
from the anistropy of the particle (53)* The observed 90° scattering 
must be corrected to obtain the scattering intensity which would be 
observed in the case of complete isotropy. Debye (14) has given this
14
correction not
6 - 7 f u
6 + 6fu (9)
where in ~ Vu # ^  \  •*** \  *re tho intensities of tho horisontal 
and vertical components of tho light scattered at 90° with unpolariaed 
incident light* Tho correction should bo applied to tho value of at
infinite dilutions* Because It is very small, this factor can bo
ncgloetodl in all bat a few systems* In addition to tho factor ft< other
depolarisation measurements may be Obtained by using vertically and hori- 
Mxtaliy polarised incident light* Tho particle anlstropy and particle 
siae relative to the wavelength of the light may be found from these 
depolarisation values (16)*
Edsall et al (2D) studied the effects of ionic strength and charge 
on the interaction of serum albumin particles* For this system, they 
found a complete equivalence between, the interaction constant from light 
scattering and the interaction constant from osmetic pressure measure­
ments* They were able to study the effects of ionic strength of the 
medium on the interaction constant* A continuous decrease in the Inter­
action was found for increasing Ionic strength with the magnitude of the 
Interaction at a given ionic strength dependent on the charge of the 
protein* Plots of the interaction constant against the charge m  the 
protein at constant ionic strength were found to be parabolic in shape 
with the sero charge line as the approximate axle of the parabola* 
Recently Doty and co-workers (18, 38, 46) have investigated the 
light scattering behavior of macro-ions* They have shown that under the 
conditions of high charge and low Ionic strength the strong, long range 
electrostatic repulsive forces due to the particle charge markedly
15
altered the angular distribution and eoneentration dependence of tho 
scattered light* These alterations were shown to be caused by tho 
dependence of the distance of closest approach cm the particle charge* 
is the eoneentration was increased, the scattering, as measured by 
ajr^ , was found to increase very steeply and then become less dependent 
on concentration* The eoneentration, where the dope became aero, was 
a weasure of the excluded volume* The dtesynnotxy decreased from m  
initially high valne end then became independent of concentration*
Doty and others derived a relationship between the interaction 
constant and the excluded volume* Thus from an evaluation of the 
interaction constant, the effective diameter of the particles could be 
obtained* Their expression wasi
D  _  m t d Lm .
P -  3 M “  do)
where 0 is the effective diameter, N0 Is Avogadro’s number, M Is the 
molecular weight and 3 is the interaction constant* Since the plots of 
or of dissymmetry versus concentration have vaiying slope, the magnitude 
of D mast be a function of concentration* Values of D may be obtained 
by assuming values until a fit with the observed light scattering data 
is obtained, or the limiting value of D may be calculated from the 
Uniting slope of plots of ^  or dissymmetry versus concentration*
u  ahb
A satisfactory procedure « u  developed for the preparation of the 
alumina hydroeola need in this study by slight nuxllflcatlaa of the 
procedure given by Bwmas sad Whitehead (48)* Sighty grams of c*p* 
Al(K^)j * 9 H^O ware dissolved in three liters of distilled ester*
The pH ves adjusted to 7-8 with concentrated M 4OH (15*0 K)j the pH 
was measured with a Beckmann Model "0* pH Meter* The resulting 
suspension of hydrated alumiraim codde, ^  -AlgO^ * HgQf was heated 
to 70° C ever a steam bath sad allowed to eoel to roes temperature*
The gal partially settled out sod the supernatant liquid was removed 
by siphoning. This gel was separated from nest of the remainder of 
the dispersing liquid by eentrlfbging at about 10 x 0 in an International 
centrifuge capable of holding 1 liter of solution* The gel was washed 
with distilled water by ©entrifUgiAg end decanting until it had just 
started to peptlse*
Two procedures were used to further concentrate the gelt l) the 
excess water was removed by vacuum distillation at 40-50° 0 until the 
gel was very thick and a) the gel was centrifuged at 700 x G for 10 
ndnutes in a SorvaU 83-2 vacuum centrifuge* The supernatant liquid 
was removed by decanting* The two procedures were considered to be 
equivalent#
The concentrated gel was peptiaed by adding small portions# less 
than 1 ce«# of 5*0 H HC.l with violent shaking between add!time* The
16
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addition of HC1 m i  stopped before complete peptisation had occurred 
because of the possibility of acting too much add and dissolving the 
gel*
the sols sere allowed to stand 24 hoars before further work mm 
done with thee# the oolloidel solutions sere centrifuged at 10,000 
or 17,000 x 0 for 30-45 dudes to remove dust and unpeptised alumina* 
fbmy sere then ready far light scattering or seta potential work* 
the sols sere standardised for total amount of aluminum* the 
emsntrstlen of alundnam was calculated as Al(OH)^. It was assumed 
that all alnmimn was present in colloidal form (47)*
the total aeent of aluminum present in a sol was determined using 
■^hydrtayqgttiuoline, following the procedure given by Wslcher (54)* The 
partieles of colloidal alumina sere converted to ionic aluminum by 
digesting aliquots of the sol in an excess of 5 N HG1 heated on a steam 
hath* for each determination 2*00 ml* aliquots sere used} this resulted 
in approximately 0*2 g. of the jquialnai^ ^  This weight
of precipitate could be determined with a precision of 0*1#* For each
sol, four aliquots sere taken* Ihe analytical procedure was accurate 
to within approximately ♦ 0*?$*
A portion of one ef the jn’oparatlens of the stock sol solution 
was electrodialysed against frequently changed distilled water* The 
electrodialysis proceeded for 15 ralmtea at 120 7*0*0* against each fresh 
change ef distilled water* The dialysis was stopped when the anode 
solution gave only a slightly positive test for C1*"(A#0^ test)* The pH
of the sol increased from 3*7 to 4*2 during the dialysis*
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The seta potential is related to the streaming potential by the 
expression (57):
tr -  **7T ft f
5 (u)
where 7) is the specific riscoslty of the liquid in the capillary,
K is the specific conductivity of the liquid in the capillary, E is 
the measured streaming potential, P is the pressure causing the flow 
of liquid, and D is the dielectric constant of the liquid* In the 
calculation of the seta potential from streaming potential data, it is 
customary to assume that the viscosity and dielectric constant of the 
solution is the same as that of pure solvent at the temperature of the 
measurement* The values whioh must he determined experimentally are 
P, E and K* From these values the electrokinetic potential may be 
calculated*
For this work the temperature of measurement was 28° C. The 
viscosity was therefore taken as 0.00936 poise (32) and the dielectric 
constant was calculated from (28),
D = 80 - 0*40 (t - 20) , (12)
where t is the temperature in centigrade degrees* This gave D as 
76*8 although the possible error of the assumption was realised*
With these assumptions and conversion to electrostatic units the 
equation for the seta potential reduces to:
5 = 9.22 x 104 M  , (13)
in this expression E is in volts, P is in cm* of mercury, and K is in 
ohm”^  cnf *^
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The glass capillary cells used in this study were developed by 
Ptytxr (^ 0) in the course of work <m the seta potentials of egg albrnin 
solutions* They were 1 am* in diameter and about U cm* long* The 
capillary via sealed into a pyrex Jacket with two side arms which acted 
as a temperature jacket for the capillary# Constant temperature was 
maintained in the capillary by means of a centrifugal water pump and 
a constant temperature water bath«
The electromotive force produced by the motion of the liquid 
through the glass capillary must be measured by a device which draws 
lees current than the current leakage through the solution in the 
capillary* A vibrating reed electrometer was chosen to measure the 
potential* The electrometer had a rang© switch which allowed full 
scale deflection for 10, 100, and 1000 srr* The output of the electrometer 
was recorded on a Brown potentiometer recorder* Ifce measured streaming 
potentials were found to have the theoretical linear dependence on 
pressure* This shows that the conditions of measurement were those 
required by the derivation of the expression for the seta potential*
Sens of the potentials measured, in the case of those solutions with 
high salt content were lees than 0*5 mr? however, It was found that the 
lowest potential* could be reproduced to £ 0.05 JW»
To avoid making an appreciable error in a calculated seta potential 
from a determination of only one streaming potential, the latter wae 
determined as a function of pressure. The measured streaming potential- 
pressure data for a given solution was plotted versus pressure and the 
best straight line was visually fitted to the pointy. The slope of this 
line was substituted into the equation (13) for the ^ wmtity*|r # This
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prseedur* increased the precision of the calculated seta potential* Gross 
departures of individual points from the boat straight line were Ignored 
in taking the slope*
The calculation of the sata potential require® that the specific 
em&etlvltp of the solution in the capillary ba known* Sines ths alas 
of the capillary used in these sxpsrirnanta was greater than ths alas 
below which surface conductivity begins to ba appreciable* ths bulk 
conductivity of tha solution could be measured and used as the con­
ductivity of tha solution in ths capillary* Th© instrument used to 
neasurs the conductivity was a laeds and Horthrup portable AO ttheaisiora© 
bridge capable of measuring conductance to & 0*3$* 'She instrunsent 
eontainad a compensating resistance by scans of which the conductivity- 
call constant could be eat into tha imtrtmsnt and the conductance or 
resistttee of the solution read directly* Feu: this work the eoapensating 
devise was locked into a position and the apparent cell constant was 
evaluated using a solution of 3*3795 g* e* p* KG! dissolved in 500 g# of 
water* the water being measured by volume* At the temperature of measure­
ment* 28° C* the specific conductivity of the KC1 solution was 0*013596 
ohn^ eoT1 (39)* The resistance of the solution-cell combination was 
measured and the apparent cell constant was calculated* It was found 
that* after temperature equilibria^ was established in the cell* the 
readings of resistance could be almost amct3y duplicated* The 
conductivity cell used was a done® type with a moderately heavy coating 
of platinum black deposited on the electrodes* The cell was never 
allowed to heeene dry*
The source of pressure for streaming the solutions through the 
capillary originated from a task of nitrogen* The nitrogen was connected
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to the rtwml?, a 1 liter ground glass stoppered f^ rrex flask, through 
a five gallon bottle which served as a surge bank to minimise m y sodden 
decreases esr increase* In pressure* The surge bottle was also connected 
to a afreoy sales to allow the pressure to be changed* This valve con­
sisted of a glass tube which could be lowered or raised In a dreary 
reservoir* Nitrogen m s  allowed to slowly escape from ths valve and 
the desired pressure was obtained by increasing or decreasing the length 
of tubing voder the surface of the l&rcury* The pressure m  the surface 
of the streaming solution was measured by a mercury manometer connected 
to the reservoir of streaming solution* It was found that the pressure 
was maintained constant, within the accuracy of the measurement t 0*1 
on* Hg. Suitable glass tubing, stockcook connections were made between 
the surge bottle and receiver so that the flow of liquid through the 
capillary could be reversed by changing the vessel to which the pressure 
was applied*
oThe constant temperature, 28 C, of the solutions was maintained 
by a water bath which kept the temperature constant to * 0*01° C*
Although only cos of the flasks holding the streaming solution was in 
the water bath, the temperature of the solution streaming through the 
capillary was maintained constant since the tespembure was only slightly 
above room temperature, approximately 25° C* The cell also had water of 
constant temperature circulating around it*
The streaming cell was cleaned by rinsing the capillary with con* 
centrated H d  and then with water* The cell was then placed in a hath 
of fresh, hoi chromic acid cleaning solution for 30 rnlmtea, removed 
and thoroughly rinsed with tap and distilled water* Steam from boiling 
distilled water was forced through the cell for 30 admttea* After
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allowing the ©©11 to cool, it was then cKKsaected to one of the reservoir 
flask* by means of ground glass Joints and to the other flask fey clean 
T^gon tubing*
Sufficient solution was passed through the cell to obtain adsorption 
eqtrUihrixoi between ths capillary cell walls and the solution* A total 
of about 1000 mis* of solution was streamed through the cell at a pressure 
of about 4 cm* of mercury, in a sequence of forward and rarer*© directions*
Hi© pressure was set at ©on© convenient level and tire solution was 
started through the capillary* When the pen of the recorder had reached 
its maximum deflection, the flow was stepped long enough for the pen to 
retain to and plot a flat portion at aero potential and the flow was then 
started in the rarer©* direction* At least fit© forward and five reverse 
directions of flow were recorded for each pressure* The potentials obtained 
in each direction were averaged and then these values for the two directions 
were averaged* This valne was taken as the potential for that pressure*
The levels of the solutions in the two flasks were not the same* This 
made the effective pressure slightly different from that read on the 
manometer* However, the reversal procedure used such araail volumes of 
solution that the level was kept virtually constant for a given pressure 
determination* When the potentials for* the flow in the two directions 
were averaged, it was not necessary to correct the flow pressure for the 
water head because In cere case it was a positive correction and in the 
other case it was a negative correction* Therefore, they exactly canceled*
For each pressure, the individual readings of potential deviated at 
the most 0  from the average potential with the major portion being within 
Zh of the average* The pressures were obtained with a precision of about 
15# The overall accuracy of the calculated seta potential was Inereaasod 
fey taking the slope of the straight line for a given solution*
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The conductivity call was filled with tha solution under study 
before the streaming potential apparatus m s  assembled and the ©on- 
ductivity of the solution m s  read immediately* after the streaming 
potential# In those eases where the pH m s  recorded for a solution it 
m s  determined immediately after Use conductivity with a Beckmann 
model *0* pH aster on sa aliquot of the solution#
For those solutions where the streaming potential m s  determined 
as a function of time there m s  approximately a one hour delay between 
the time ef mixing and the first streaming potential determination#
The procedure of measuring the potential as a function of pressure 
required approximately 15 minutes# It m s  realised in the calculation 
of the seta potential as a function of time that the 15 minute delay 
intrcduced an error but it m s  thought that the method of taking the 
slopes increased the accuracy sufficiently to overcome this error* In 
those runs where the streaming potential was not considered as a function 
of time, the solutions were mixed and allowed to stand overnight before 
the potentials were determined*
C* Light Scattering
Equation (7) relating the measured light scattering characteristics 
of a colloidal solution to the molecular weight of the solute particles 
was first derived in a useable form by Debye (14) aai
In this expression C is the concentration of solute (g/ml), M is the 
laoleoolar weight of the solute particles, B is an interaction coefficient* 
tr is the absolute turbidity of the solution, and H is a constant for & 
given system* The constant II was defined ass
2k
.. _ 3ZTT3r \t  
H  '  3 X* N
share ne is ths refractive index of ths solvent, n Is the refractive 
index of ths solution, C is ths eonoantration of solute (jp/ml), X is 
ths wavs length of light (a), and N is Avogadr©*® number*
To use expression (?) it is only necessary to measure experimsnialXr 
ths turbidity as a function of concentration and the quantity 
Ths expression for H reduces toi
H = 15.2 x 10'5 no2 (S-g-B°)2 , (14)
for light of wavelength 43 5^  A*
Ths evaluation of ths constant H for a given system requires that 
ths difference between the refractive index of the colloidal solution 
and ths solvent be accurately known* It has bean found that the expres­
sion can be conveniently evaluated by the determination of the quantity 
&  *  , xhidh la a oenntant for * glvan ayst«m provided the ooncentra-
tion is sufficiently small* Values of d/7 are determined as a function 
of concentration and are plotted versus concentration* The slops of ths 
re mil twit straight line is taken as # At concentrations larger
than 1 - Zi ths refractive index increment may vary slightly* therefore, 
it is necessary to measure refractive index differences of about 0*001* 
This quantity la used as a square In the expression for H and must 
thsrsfore be determined with an accuracy of 0*000005 to reduce ths error 
to ths neighborhood of 1$*
The instrument used in this study for the measurement of rsfraetlve 
index differences was the commercial model of the instrument deserlbed. 
by Jrlce and Speiscr (4), manufacture:! by the Ihoenix Precision Instrument
as
Coapany* 11119 instroaent has a divided cell which holds apprexiKiately 
1 ml* of the solution and 1 ml* of the solvent in the separate eeaqpartgaenis* 
the light source was a type AH * 3 Mercury tamp provided 'with suitable 
filters for isolating desired lines* The position ef a bilateral slit 
la viewed In the focal plane of a micrometer microscope which is fitted 
with a filar aderaseter* The shift in position of the silt for the cell 
rotated through 180° is directly proportional to the difference in 
refractive index between the solvent and solution* A correction must be 
applied for the contribution of the cell to this shift, and was deter­
mined by using solvent in both sides of the cell* The proportionality 
ocastant was evaluated for sugar solutions of accurately known concen­
tration and refractive index (6), using a sodium vapor lanp as the light 
source* The instrument constants for the various wave lengths are 
inversely proportional to the magnification of the optical system for the 
various wavelengths* These magnification constants were supplied by the 
manufacturer* The equation relating the magnification to the propor­
tionality constants was given ass
“a i  * ks m  - 3 ®f- ■ <1S>
where k represents the proportionality constant between the readings of 
the displacement of the slit and M is the magnification constant for the
particular wavelength noted in the subscript* This gave a k _, of
436
9*959 x lCf4. The instrument is capable of measuring differences in
—6
refractive index of 3 x 10 *
'Hie instrument used in this study to measure the light scattering 
properties by the alumina sols was a cormiereial model of an instrument 
described by Brice, Balwor, Speiser (3), manufactured by the Phoenix
Instrument Cosspery* tht photometer ^  mXt^omtzdmd and could b® used 
to determine the intensity of the light so&iierod at any angle* The 
detecting unit was a photo multiplier tube (RCA 1E£L) with the output 
read from a sensitive galvonoraetor* Neutral filters of known transmittaneee 
were used to reduce the intensity of the Incident beam so that the photo** 
tube output would allow the galvarranseter spot to stay on scale*
The cell* used in the instrument were obtained from the Phoenix 
Instrument Conpasy, were fabricated trm optical glass, and had surfaces 
which were normal to the phototube when the phototube slewed the cell at 
0, A5> 90, or 135° * Since the phototube was normal to the surface of 
emergence of the scattered beam m  correction for angular refraction 
was applied to the measured intensity*
The instment design pemlta interchange of light sources but the 
instrument was supplied with an AM-3 high pressure mercury arc with 
suitable filters for isolating the deaired lines* The blue line 
(4353 A) of the Kg spectrum was used through this study*
The numerical value for the turbidity of a solution wan calculated 
frou the expression i
*r - /6frzTQ3» Rw Fto Xf»
3 Re h  R c F, Xo (16)
where
measured at 90 and 0 to the Incident beam,
observed average ratio of the galvanometer deflectionsP.
ratio of the reciprocal ta^sa&ttanees of the filters 
used in determining the ratio
T transmittance of opal glass reference standard
2?
a JJ constant relating the opal glass reference standard 
to the working standard,
D r diffuses correction factor,
h » depth of scattering solution viewed*
n z refractive index of the solvent,
Jhf correction for incoajpiote compensa&lani of refraction
Re effects, and
Rs - correction for reflection of the prltiary beam at the 
emergent face of the cell*
The instruaanw was calibrated by the laamfaoturer and some of tha 
values of the constants wr« applied* They war® for light of 436 t?./k j 
I = 0,268, D = 0.340, h = 1.2, jjjj a 1.025, n = 1.334, So s 1.045. Tha 
other constants virt evaluated in this study* Tho mlue of the constant 
*V* n u  determined by taking “to ratio of the gjUvansEastor deflection 
at 0° with the working standard in the instrument to the deflection with 
the opal glass reference standard ia ths center of ths cell holder* It 
was* for light of wavelength 437 el/w * found to be 0,0937* Hue trsns- 
ndttanoes of tbs neutral filters were evaluated for this instruct for 
ths 4353 A line of the Kg arc* Th® ratio otthe galvanometer deflections 
at 0° with filter 1 in ths incident beam to the deflections with no 
filter in ths incident bean gives the transaiittance of filter 1. filter 
1 was compared in Ibis way to filter 2* filter 2 to filter 3 and filter 
3 to filter 4* The transa&ttsnnes of the filters were found to bat 
filter 1 - 0*4619, filter 2 - 0*2042* filter 3 - 0*1331, filter 4 - 
0*0614# As a check on the accuracy of the deterd.rut.lons of tranw- 
mlttancles, * ec&binations of filters were evaluated and the measured 
traassaittsnei&s were so©pared to that calculated from the osasursrasnts 
of ths individual filtern* Ths agreement was found to be satisfactory*
as
about 1$# Upon substitution of th© various constants Into the 
turbidity function, the equation reduces tot
The light scattering photometer was constructed So that depolarisa­
tion studios could be md& on th® altering solution* Th« nose piece 
of the phototube housing and the collimator slit could be fitted with a 
Polaroid disc and either the measured light or ths incident .light could 
be made vertically or horizontally polarised*
The use of the light scattering method for the investigation of 
colloidal solutions requires that the solutions be clear and free of 
dost* This requires that both ths glassware and the solutions used in 
ths light scattering experiment be treated so as to eliminate dust and 
lint as much as possible,
An apparatus was constructed by Hattax (35) to rinse the inside of 
flasks and light scattering colls to sake them dust and lint free* Ths 
apparatus functioned by condensing acetone vapors on the inside of the 
vessel in such a way as to wash ths dust from the vessel to the reservoir* 
Proper care had to be exercised to prevent the re-introduction of dust 
and lint particle® in subsequent handling of the cells*
The light scattering cells were first cleaned by washing with a saill 
detergent and rinsing with distilled water* They ware then further cleaned 
in the acetone still* The flasks used to store the solutions were ground 
glass stoppered Krlemeyer flaalca and were cleaned with fresh elirtriie 
acid cleaning solution, rinsed with water anti placed in the still* xTie 
pipettes used -were cleaned with chromic acid, rinsed with distilled water- 
and then rinsed with the dust-freo solution in which they were to 'be -:uxrd*
(17)
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The pipettes were pat through & rubber stopper end placed Its, the flask 
containing the. light scattering solution# They were not removed except 
to pipette into the scattering coll# The sad of ths pipette was sealed, 
with adhesive taps to prevent ths entry of duet and to eliminate evapo­
ration*
Tbs alumina sola ware clarified of dust fey centrifugation* It was 
ffemd that fritted glass funnels of sufficiently assail pore sis® for 
(hist removal wmld dog up and filter out tha colloidal particles* The 
sola ware centrifuged in a Sorvall SS-1 or 33^2 centrifuge using eellu- 
loss pitrata tubes* In time c&sea where tha SS-1 centrifuge was used, 
tO ml%ef tha sol was pipetted into tha tubas and was centrifuged at 
10,000 times gravity for 30-45 minutes* Tha top 10 mis* ware pipetted 
into a glass stoppered Irlessaaysr flask for light scattering studies*
V&en the 33-2 centrifuge was used, 10 mis* of tha sol ware pipetted into 
the tubas, centrifuged for 30 minutes at 17,000 times gravity and ths 
top two ale* taken for light scattering studies* Tha rest of ths sol 
wa& decanted ml  used for streaming potential measurements*
The desired volume of water to be used as solvent for a given light 
scattering determination was filtered through a ultra-fine fritted glass 
funnel directly into tha cell* All ionic solutions ware filtered through 
the amm filter into clean ground glass stoppered Brlenmeyer flasks and 
used as stock solutions*
The calculation of turbidity for a given solution requires only the 
so&sureiaent of the intensity of the light scattered at 90° and the 
intensity of the incident beam* The turbidity can be calculated directly 
by the use of equation (l?)« The quantity calculated in this wanner 
consists of the total turbidity of the solution, solute turbidity plus
solvent turbidity# The study of ymerosiblseular compounds by light
scattering is concerned only with ths turbidity due to toe solute
particle*} therefore, the total turbidity mat be corrected for the
contribution of the solvent# This correction is easily applied by
subtracting the solvent turbidity from the solution turbidity, or the
equivalent quantity —.39,. JfeL can be deduced fro© the value for
F Ie
the solution*
The turbidity equation (7) developed by Debye was derived under 
the aMRsqatiens of small, isotropic partielea. itfhen the particles 
deviate frcm the sise condition the scattering pattern become
Q
aeymtetric and the 90 scattering is not sufficient to characterise
the solute as to molecular weight* The diesyuastry was defined as
the ratio of the intensity of light scattered in the forward to the
Intensity of the light scattered in the backward direction* when the
angles of observation of the forward and backward scattered light are
syoBsstrlcal about 90° * It has been found that angles of 45° and 135°
to the incident beam are convenient to use* The dissywetry obtained
is used to correct the 90° scattering for the effect of interference*
The diseyjBsetry function can also be used to obtain the sise of the
aaaleeols if the particle shape Is known.
To calculate the dissymmetry of the scattered light for a given
solution, it Is necessary to correct the observed intensities of the
light, for the contribution of the solvent, This can only be accomplish
o
by subtracting the intensity of the scattering at 45 and 135 for the 
solvent from the intensities for the solution* This require® that the 
intensities of the light be measured under toe sans conditions as 'to 
phototube and galvanometer sensitivity*
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The deviation of the particles from the condition of Isotropy 
causes the 90° scattering to be too large# The depolarisetion is & 
sasasure of the contribution of the anisotropic nature of the particle 
to the 90° scattering intensity* It can also be used to obtain 
information as to sis© and shape of particles* The depolarisation was 
obtained bgr measuring the intensity of the vertical and horisenbal 
components of the scattered light from unpolarlsecl incident light* It 
was necessary to correct the observed Intensities for the contribution 
of the solvent# This was done by using the same procedure m  for the 
dissymmetry corrections*
It is necessary to measure the tarbidlty, dissymmetry, and 
depolarisation as a function of concentration to obtain light scattering 
data which can be used to describe the colloidal system* To provide 
the® data and also to get the solvent correction^ the following pro­
cedure was developed# A known volume of the solvent was added to a 
light scattering cell and the light intensities were measured at 0, 45, 
90, 135 degrees | In so me oases, ths depolarisation quantities Vu and II 
were also measured# Aliquots of the sol were added and the intensities 
were measured for each aliquot* The sane conditions of phototube and. 
galvanometer sensitivity were used throughout the run* When the inten­
sity of the scattered light caused a signal from the phototube which 
was too large for the galvanometer seal©, the intensity of the primary 
beam was reduced by using one or more of the neutral filters® The 
nttasured Intensity was divided by the transmittance to correct it for 
the reduction in primary boas, intensity*
At least five readings were taken for* all angles md the arithmetic 
ljean was used as the rueaeured intensity® In those light scattering
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esqperiswnts where the solvent was & eolation of HCi and/or H&CX the 
scattering of the electrolyte solution with m  added colloid wm  con­
sidered as the solvent scattering* The corrections far solvent 
scattering, for the runs mde to determine scattering m  & function 
of ionic strength, war© obtained by* measuring the scattering chi© to 
adding aliquots of the same NaOl solution to water and applying title 
as the solvent scattering® The scattering due to the water was of 
coarse considered in obtaining the correction for the aliquots of 
salt solution*
ja n O O M g N T A X . R SSU LTS
Four preparations of stock solutions of alumina bTdrosols were 
used in this study* Ths pH and concentratloh (expressed as Al(OH) )^ 
for ths stock colloids is presented in Table X* Sola 1 and 2 were 
prepared by peptisation of a gel concentrated by vacuum distillation 
ef the excess water* Sal 3 was prsparsd by peptiaatlon of a gel which 
was concentrated by esntrifagatim at 7000 x G for 10 minutes* Sol 4 
was an electrodialysed portion of sol 3*
It was necessary to measure the refractive index increment for 
each preparation since the colloidal particles were dispersed, hydrated,, 
hydrous oxide with, probably, ’variable amounts of water of hydration* 
The more water in the particles, the more nearly the refractive index 
of the colloidal solutions should approach the refractive index of the 
solvent or ^ should approach sere*
The addition of NaCl to the sola caused a change in refractive 
index of the solution and could cause a significant change in the 
refractive index increment, a quantity of significance in light scat-' 
taring studies* To check this point 4 ft was obtained m  a function 
of tine after mixing of solutions which were 0,001 and 0*01, M in Had* 
Two of the sola were studied in this manner* Figure 1 contains the 
data obtained with studies of sol 4 in 0*001 and 0*01 :M Had, and 
Table II is a presentation of tie refractive index rasasuroGnsats for 
ml 3 in 0*01 1 Na01» As can be m m  in both Figure 1 and Table IT, 4 ft 
passes through a maximiim and then approaches a constant value*
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Tha refractive Index increment was evaluated for tha hydrosols in. 
water and for sols 3 and 4 in 0*001 and 0*01 M Nad* S^iUbrim values 
of tho differenoe in refractive index were used for those solutions *ftdch 
contained added Had* Table XXI contains the numerical data used to 
calculate for each of the sols#
The various Ah n# concentration values for sol 4 are plotted 
in Figaro 2* The beat straight line was drawn through the points with 
no added Had* A parallel line was drawn through the points with a 
given amount of KaCl added* The agreement between the line dram 
parallel to the values with no added salt and the points with added had 
was considered to be good* The assumption necessary in drawing these 
parallel lines was that the refractive Index difference between the sol 
and water and the sol ♦ Nad and water was an additive quantity* To 
provide a check on the validity of this assumption* the difference 
between the refractive index of water and 0*001 and 0*01 M KaCl was 
Measured and subtracted from the equilibrium values of the NaCUsol 
mixture* It was found that within the probable error in Ah » 3 x 1G~^# 
these values were the sane as the An between the salt free sol solu­
tion and pure water*
In all streaming potential studies of colloidal solutions* it Is 
necessary that there be sufficient colloid present to provide adsorption 
equilibrium with the surface upon which it la being adsorbed* Hie 
dependence of the seta potential m  the concentration of colloid for tin® 
abntdna sola used in this study was determined using nol 2* Aliquots 
of stock colloid were taken, diluted to 100 ml® , and allowed to age 
overnight* The following data were taken for solutions which contained 
7*7, 23*1 and 38*5 x IXT^  g/ffiX of sol* The ratios E/P were -*1*430,
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-0*522* and -0*333 mr/csi* The streaming potential m s  found to b® 
negative for ill solution* studied* Conductivities were 0*21, 66*1,
90*7 x 1CT7 ehiT^ cm”1 for th® three oolationa* Oowwrslon of this 
data to seta potential* using equation (33) glims -29*6, -27*6 and 
-27*S mr. It was concluded that tho seta potential m s  Indapendflnt 
of M l  ecRcertratiem for concentrations greater than ?»? at 10”  ^g/tol*
Streaming potential measurements were conducted on solutions of 
sol 2 at an ionic strength of 0*01 with varying amounts of HOI and 
Rad* Figure 3 la a plot of the calculated sseta potential we* adlli- 
equivalents of added Hd* The solutions contained 39*5 x 10”-* %/ml of 
alnsdna* The streaming potential and conductivity data were obtained 
approxtaately 1*5 hours after mixing* It was noted that the streaming 
potential changed with time* Figure 4 presents seta potential-time 
data for sols 2 and 3* Zero tiros was taken as ths time of mixing*
The solution of sol 2 had 3S*5 x 10”-* g/ml of sol and the solution of 
sol 3 contained 43*7 x 10“^ g/ml3 Initial concentration of the electro­
lyte was 0*01 K (HC1 ♦ HaCl) and the initial pH*s are given in the 
figure legend* The pH of the solutions increased with time to a pH 
of approximately 4*1 and then became constant at approsdjmioty the same 
time that the seta potential became constant*
Table IV corrtaina the data obtained from a study of seta potential 
Torsos time for a solution of sol 3* The solution centalned 9*75 x 10"*^  
g/ml of sol and was 0»01 Jf in Had* The data did not plot to give a smooth 
curve but the general increase in potential with time 1® apparent .frwz 
the table*
The streaming potential of an alumina, sol m s  also measured as a 
function of the concentration of added HaCl* The solutions were prepared
JFr&iS sol 4, ^*51 x 10 ' g/ral of sol in fee aolnticn, snd were allowed
to age overnight before the data were taken# the calculated seta 
potential was plotted against fee concentration of aided UaCl in Figure 
5# Six determinations of seta potential versus concentration of NaCl 
were made in the first series of rims, but, because of fee shape of fee 
curve, additional points were needed to define fee curve fully* A 
second series of runs were made at 0*007- 0*015, and 0*025 I* ^ aCl* Hie 
agreement of these seta potentials with fee previously drawn curve was 
found to be very good* Calculations of surface charge density, (T~ ,
and thickness of the double layer, $ , were made by using fee formula
o
of Abramson, equations (2) and (3), For a temperature of 23 0 and 
assuming that fee dielectric constant of fee diffuse layer is fee same as 
fee dielectric constant of the solvent, the equation for the thickness' of 
fee double layer reduces to;
Under fee same conditions and using a uni-univalent electrolyte, the 
expression for the charge density of fee diffuse layer, equation (3), 
reduces to;
The results of this calculation are presented in Table \T and Figure 5#
Hie addition of MCI to solutions of alumina hydrosols was not found 
to give a predictable change in ph in the oyster# Accordingly it was 
desirable to study the effects of acid© and base on the pis of the ayste'v* 
Figure 6 presents a titration curve of a t3oluti.an of alumina sol 2 at a 
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The possibility ef added Nad causing the particle* to change in 
molecular weight, by peptization or agglutination* wi th a slow approach 
to an equilibrium 'value was investigated by observing the turbidity of 
a series ef alumina solutions as a function of time* The data obtained 
for eolations of sol 4 in 0*001 and 0*01 M NsCl were presented in. Tables 
711 sad Till* Ths turbidity function shows variations for each of the 
concentrations as a function of time, but these variations ware not 
considered to represent any changes in ’molecular weight* The data of 
Tables VII and VIII were selected data because the 90° scattering was 
recorded every two minutes for the first 30 minutes after mixing and was 
found to be constant* Therefore* only the average of the first five 
rslneutes was reported in Tables VII and VIII* It was found that the 
change in Aft with tine* shown in Figure 1* was not apparent in the 
calculated turbidity* The tine dependence of the turbidity was also 
studied for sol 3 in 0*01 M NaCl and reported in Table IX* The turbidity 
function showed variations with time for this sol also, but the variations 
had no apparent trend* It was concluded that the molecular weight was 
independent of tine*
The data obtained from light scattering experiments on sol 1 are
HGpresented in Table X* The values of -~gr~ and £ are almost independent 
of concentration for the run with no added Had and for the run in 0*01 
K Had* The Gabazmes9 depolarisation correction* equation (9)* was cal­
culated for these runs by measuring the ratio of the vertically and 
horizontally polarised light* It was found that this correction amounted 
to multiplying tits turbidity function by a factor of 1*02 at the lower 
concentrations* Because of the small magnitude of this value the depolari­
sation corrections to the observed turbidity could, be ignored*
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In Figure* 7 and 8 are plotted the results of light scattering 
aeaeureaeasta of sol 2 m *  function of jil at * total electrolyte con** 
eentr&tlen of 0*01 M (NaCl and MCI)* Tha aol and Ionic strength arc 
tha aamm ti that reported for tha seta potential data of Figaro 3*
It was found that tha aaaaured intensity of tha light at 0, U5, 90, and 
135 degree* « h  a linear function of tha concentration# Jive concern- 
tratiana of tha aol ware run for each of tha conditions of pK shown#
The ocnoentration range covered km 0*7 * to 7*0 x 10~  ^g/ml* 
the intensity of tha lig h t, corrected for solvent scattering, kas 
plotted versus concentration, and the heat straight line kis draKn 
through these points* The intensity of tha light was then read from 
these plots and the light scattering quantities were calculated# It was 
not possible to extrapolate the curves of Figures 7 and 3 to aero con­
centration, bit the general shape of the curves is apparent as well as 
the approximate values of the intrinsic disayniwtry and turbidity 
function*
Figure 9 is a plot of the turbidity function end the dissymmetry 
for sol 3# The sharp bends in the turbidity sad dissymmetry plots are 
evident* However, the lack of sufficient points and the lower accuracy 
in the extremely low concentrations prevents an accurate extrapolation 
to aero concentration*
The turbidity was iaeasurcd for sol 4 In tsero, 0*001, and 0*01 K 
NaCl* The turbidity function Is plotted vs* concentration foe these 
conditions in Figure 10# The data shown for 0*001 and 0*01 M R*C1 were 
obtained from the tine studios reported above* Since the turbidity 
function doe* not vary in a regular way with iliac, the average value 
for the first five minutes was taken as indicative of the equilibrium.
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light scattering characteristics of the sol .in 0*001 and 0*01 K Ha&l*
At the larger concentrations of colloid the turbidity function decreases 
with increasing ionic strength* This change is greater than the 
probable experimental error* Light scattering data necessary for a 
calculation of diesynanetry were taken, for sera ionic strength, at the 
sarae tiae aa the turbidity* This was presented In Figure 11*
To farther irrfestigate the effect of added KaCJl on alrrdna hydrosols, 
light scattering data were obtained for sol 4 as a function of the con­
centration of added KaCl* The results of this series of experlinents 
are plotted in Figures 12 and 13*
TABLE I
pH and Caneontratians of Stook Alunlna Sols
Sol pH Cano. A1(0H)
fi/kL 3
1 3.82 0.0192








tim  Dspendswsy fra* Atorlna ffsndrosslst
Sol <5f 0*01 M Hod, CmjjHtrison Solvsnt K^O
Com* , Tim m m  d» * d j 3^  4 <t^ m .







3 0*254 0*246 2.45
0 0.257 0.249 2.48
12 0.254 0.245 2.44
17 0.254 0.245 2.44
25 0.257 0.248 2*47
74 0*260 0.212 2.51
*7 0.260 0.252 2.51
2 0,376 0.367 3.65
4 0.37# 0.369 3.68
2 0.3«L 0,373 3.71
15 0^ »L 0.372 3.70
20 0^81 0 4 W 3.71
22 0.376 0.367 3.65
63 0.375 0.367 3,65
3.7675 0.387 0.378
100 0^88 0,379 3.78
0.0112





19 0.657 0,646 6,43
36 0.655 0.644 6.41
56 0.651 0,640 6.37
94 0*657 0.646 6.44
309 0.654 0.643 6,40
(1) ~ dg Is tbs shift in position of ths slit iras&s *hsa 
ths ssll is rot&tsd through 1&>°»
(2) 4 d Is ths shift in position of ths slit lungs wxvsstsd



















































































W E U  IU0 
mad m  'mt- 
m m  solvent,
dllniad to
0,01 H w r u
H*Q uoad m
(1) f m  a light aoattorlng run after 145 houra
(2) acjiilibiriua yalxtas froa a tS m  r m
(3) d^ - dg for solvent mmxrad a* 0,011
TAB&& IV 
Zarta MmkkUaX Vhmt
































Calculation of the Dependency of the Charge Density and IMekmsa 
of the Double layer on Concentration of Hlcctrolyte
^ C
G o n e *  H e C l  9i U  P o t e n t i a l  a  o i n h  53S B K  ^  *  a
( i M a r )  (-«sr) ( - e . s . u *  x  10 ) (era* x  10 )
euooo 25*05 0 KH<iW
o*<m 26*25 0*0316 0.567 6*2 95.6
0.005 21*70 0*0707 0*465 11*5 42.7
0*007 21.55 0*0037 0.465 13.6 36,1
0*030 23.2S 0*1000 0*479 17.5 30.2
0*015 34.90 0*1225 0.532 22,6 24.7
0*000 23.75 0,104 0.510 25.2 3 U
0*025 21.25 0.1500 0*454 25*2 19.1
0*050 16*13 0.1732 0.369 23.6 3.7.6
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TABLE n
Titration of Algmlna Sol 2 with Acid and Buat 
Ctan. of Sea 7*7 x 10"4 sM, Initial Vote* 105 «e.
Bank Titration with Baaa 
H a  M M -  -h  KO!! M M  ,
(a^T, * i r )  ^  (Ekjuiv, xitr) &
0*000 4.25 0.000 2.87
0*006 4.22 0*024 2.92
0*036 4*20 0.042 2.97
0.064 4.10 0*063 3.03
3.97 0.075 3.07
0.149 3.«5 0.100 3.15
0.203 3.43 0.129 3.29
0 *0 2 3*49 0.152 3.43
0^62 3.26 0.172 3.62
0035 3.09 0.187 3.70
S)«U4 2.90 0.216 3.88
0.499 2.80 0.275 4.08
0.61D 2.65 0.318 4.15
0.646 2.57 0.394 4.22
0.473 4,25
















































TorfaUitgr «f Alaain* Hytlrosol as ftmctioo of Tlmci 
Sal #4, KaGL Cons. 0.001 M
<3kv8>>  3 5 ?  . i f  , &




27*44 37*47 121.83 1.97
40*3© 55.79 92.17 179.82 1,95
2* &•n r ^ f 8.13 10.13 12.59 1.24
S.42 12*24 20.22 37.39 1.85
19*39 26.78 44.24 86.09 1.92
27*44 37.77 62.40 121.813 1.95
40*90 54. U 89*44 179.82 2.61











27*44 37.10 61.29 121,83 1.99
40.30 54.27 89.65 179.82 2.01
2*84 6.75 U.15 12,59 1.13












2.24 5.76 9.51 12.59 1,32
8*42 22.18 20.12 37.39 1.86
19*39 29.78 49.20 86.09 1.75
27*44 39.64 65.49 121.83 1.86
40*30 56.49 93.32 179.82 1.93
2.24 4.95 8.18 12.59 1,54
8.42 14.58 24.09 37.39 1.55
19.39 42.57 70.33 86.09 1.22
27*44 58.37 96.43 121.83 1.26











Turbidity of Alxral&a Jtydroaol an a Firaoiioa of *Bmt 
Sol #&, NaOl CooAnt 0*01 H
fl^yt _ KC .. HC/t.
(g/rCL x 10>) x 10* x ID5 x U r *  x XO6
2*66 5.18 8.56 11.92 1.39
8.00 12.78 21.10 35.52 1.68
XSJU 28.06 4606 81.80 1.76
26.06 37.6k 62.18 115.72 1.86
50,50 72.43 119.63 224.22 1.87
73.46 106.08 175.25 326.16 1.86
2*68 4.35 7.19 11.92 1.66
8.00 12.19 20.14 35.52 1.76
18.42 26.21 43.30 81.80 1.89
26.06 36.69 60.61 115.72 1.91
50.50 70.73 116.60 224.21 1.92






t a b u; ix
Turbidity of Alumina Hydro*©l aa a Function of Tim® 
Sol #3, H a d  t e »  0*01 M
t*i—  
Aftor Mix &o£° x V  "Sfe
Oeoo* of aol = 2.87 x 10*6 eM
HC = 8.45* x  10"9
3 b Ixu 88*84 4.67
0*5 br. 88*90 4.77
4*0 29.28 4.84

















HC s I6.64 x K >“9
5 sin. 60.55 10.02 1.660
0.5 hr. 61.29 10.13 !•<
5.5 60.99 10.08 1.1
S.* 59.71 9.85 1.688
22.0 61.94 10.2} 1-
25.3 63.09 10.43 1.595
45.0 64.71 10.69 1.555
55.3 59.75 9.*5 1.6*8
69.1 56.04 9.21 1.805
74.0 57.77 9.54 1.745
93.7 56.34 9.31 1.785
147.0 61.17 10.10 1.647
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TABUS II (Coat'd)
T i n  ly/to c
HC/t
Aft«r w *  * k A  * 1 o* x  io5
One, if M l  S f«J]i x K T *  g/al
KC = 15.57 x K T 9
3 six. 82.41 13.61 1.875
0.1 hr. 0.00 13.70 1.865
0.7 0.13 13.73 1.860
1.2 0 . 0  13.13 1.865
8.1 81.18 13.43 1.
2 U 4  84.06 13.88 1.845
*5.5 86.4* 14.30 1.785
44.7 87.46 14.45
53.7 78.59 13.00
68.8 76.19 11.36 2.030
fM 76.36 11.60
146.8 82.79 13.69 1.865
Cane, of ool s 10.94 x 10”6 g/ml
HC * 32.24 x 10-9
3 Bln. 111.55 18.43 1.
0w8 far. 111.02 18.32 1.760
4.9 113u64 17.85 1.805
8mS 108,72 18.05 1.785
11.1 112.47 18.56 1.737
25.2 116.50 18.40 1.750
44^» 113.29 17.86 1*605
68.5 108.20 16.88 1*910
73.6 105.32 17.40 1.855
91.8 111.44 18,38 1.



























































Cows, of M l  * 25.01 x 10** 























































w m  x
tight. Scattering ftpopertio® of Sol #1
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0.01 /Equilibrium values 









C oncen tra t ion  (a./ml. x I 0 5 )
FIOURE 2
oA L U M I N A  S O L
ZETA POTENTIAL VS MILLIMOLES ADDED HCl 
Total Ionic Strength O.Ol 
Sol 2
3 4 5
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A L U M I N A  S O L
ZETA POTENTIAL VS TIME 
Total Ionic Strength 0.01 (NaCl HCl)
• Initial pH 3*13* Sol 3 
oInitial pH 3 , 3 0 , Sol 2
14 16 18 20  22 24 26
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A L U M I N A  S O L  
pH VS ADDED ACID
So1 2 i
Sol Cone. 7.7 x 10 g/ml. 
Base Used as Negative Acid
0.5 0.25 0
I
0.25 -0.5 -0.75 -1.0 -1.25







O  9 0
85
^  VS CONCENTRATION SOL 
T Sol 2
Total Ionic Strength 0,01
80
75
d no added acid
70
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C o n c e n t ra t io n  (g./m l. x I0 4 )
FIGURE 8
DISSYMMETRY VS CONG. SOL 
Total Ionic Strength 0.01 
Sol 2


















TURBIDITY, DISSYMMETRY VS CONC 
Sol 3 
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A L U M I N A  S O L
VS CONCENTRATION SOL 
Sol U
Cone. NaCl O 0.000 M.
• 0.001 M. 
A 0.010 M.
— I___________ l___________ I___________ I___________ I_
30 40  50 60 70




DISSYMMETRY VS CONG. SOL 







C o n ce n tra tio n  so l (gym l. x 1 0 * )
FIGURE 11
A L U M I N A  S O L
VS CONCENTRATION NaCl 
Sol 4
Cone* Sol a 6.3 x 10"4- g/ml. 
• 3.2? x  10"?
O 1.67 x 10“7
a  0.84 x KT* 
a 0.34 x 10“4
_ J _ _ _ _ _ _ |_ _ _ _ _ _ |_ _ _ _ _ _ 1_ _ _ _ _ _ I_ _ _ _ _ _ I_ _ _ _ _ _ I_ _ _ _ _ _ I_ _ _ _ _ _ I_ _ _ _ _ _ I- - - - - - 1_ _ _ _ _ _ I- - - - - - 1- - - - - - Lf  1- - - - - - 1- - - - - - 1- - - - - - 1- -
8 9 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 26 27 28 29 30


















sol 6.3 xIO"4 g/ml




sol L65 x I0"4g/ml
■ i i 1
° o
sol 0.83 x I0-4 g/ml
■ i i
0001 0.005
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A L U M I N A  S O L
DISSYMMETRY VS CONC. NaCl 
Sol 4
sol 0.33 x I0"4 g/ml
0.001 0.003 0.005 0.007 0 .009
C o n c e n tra tio n
FIGURE U
0.011 0.013






pH of about 4*0, and probably had other Iona present* As larger 
olivets of the stock conoid were taken for p m p m M m  of the 
stressing solutions, larger amounts of the ionic specie# m m  alee 
taken, If there wee no adsorption of a M a a  to the surface of the 
capillary, the calculated seta potential weuM he the seta potential 
of the glass end would show a mrietion due to the larger concentration 
of lens, Since the calculated potential was found to he independent 
of concentration, the iseaeared streaming potential mm% he the potential 
doe to an alueina surface,
ittonpto to filter salt-free aolatioB© of alumina hydroaol# throw# 
fritted glass fuaaele resulted in dogging of the filters# Since the 
eole did set contain particles larger than the pore else of the filter, 
it wee likely that the slogging was due to adsorption* The particles 
of aluarlna were positively charged and the charge on the glass m m  
negative* The opposing charges weald tend to cause a precipitation of 
the partlolea on the glass frltfc* This was in agreement with the stadias 
of Martin (53) on the mechanism of the adsorption of proteins to glass* 
He ftund that the charge an the particle most be opposite to the charge 
of the glass before adsorption would occur*
It was thought that these two pieces of evidence were sufficient 
proof of adsorption*
To interpret the effects of added electrolytes upon the seta 
potential, it is necessary to consider those properties* of the double 
layr which deterwdac the seta potential* By considering the capillary 
as a parallel plate condenser, the fell in potential between the two 
plates of the ectadsneer, the fixed end. diffuse outer layer, la found 
to bet
70
y _ u-tr£a- (80)
In this expression o represents the thickness of the diffuse
double layer, <r represents the charge density of the diffuse layer, 
and D and J  are the dielectric constant and seta potential respec­
tively*
The thickness of the doable layer was given in equation (2) act
The net charge density of the diffuse outer layer was given in 
aviation (3) set
As is evident from equations (l) and (3), the streaming potential, 
seta potential, and the net charge density of the diffuse outer layer 
is a positive quantity* The charge of the particle surface Is opposite 
to the charge of the diffuse outer layer* Therefore, in those cases 
where a variation in seta potential is caused by variation in the charge 
density, toe accumulation of charges of one sign in the diffuse layer 
is caused by adsorption of charges of the opposite sign on the surface 
of the particle.
The variation in the seta potential with added HC1 at a constant 
Ionic strength was shown in Figure 3* At a constant ionic strength the 
thickness of the doable layer is constant and the variation in seta must 
be due to variations in the charge density. The increase in 3  to more 
negative values was a reflection of the build up of negative charge® in 
the diffuse layer caused by adsorption of a greater number of positive
C - fiooOORT Y 
0  ■( »TreIN /*<}
<r -  2 C Sihh ^ r -
n***** K*, m  the surface of the particle* The time dependence of the 
seta potential for two eols, initially at an irnie strength of 0*01, 
with m e  added H &  wee shorn in U g o m  4* the seta potential imtmmm 
«lth tine after mixing up to appradmtely It hoars and then remain® 
ocnatajxb* The pH of the system m s  «heermd to increase to m  eqpi~ 
librisa mine of approximately 4*1 daring the same tine intervil* The 
lasrease in pH of the system Kith tine sen only he Interpreted ae the 
roonlt of the renetal of H* from the M k U f l n h  This removal causes 
the seta potential to inereaee In a negative direction idth tine# This 
m e  in agrscnaat idth the ahem explanation of the cause of the inereaee 
in eeta idth Increasing oeneen&ratien of added HOI at a eenetant ionic 
strength*
the data reported in Figaro 3 for the dependenee of seta on the 
amount of added HC1 m e  taken idth the apsten net in equilibrium, hat 
it m e  all Sbtained within apjroadrntely' 1*5 hours after nixing* ftm 
FIgait 4 it is apparent that the rate of change of seta potential with 
tine is ajsproBdaately the sane* The trend of the seta potential to 
higher mines, ae the eenoantrstlm of KC1 was increased, was eoneidered 
to be valid*
The change la seta potential with tine for a eel, which contained 
only added NaCl as the electrolyte, was given in Teble IF* The oalou- 
lated eeta potential laereases toward mere negative values with tine 
sad approaches appradnste equilihriuia after about 12 hours* This can 
be interpreted ae increasing adsorption of Ha lone from s e k U e u
Further studies on the effect of added electrolyte on the seta 
potential were conducted by maeuring the streaming potentials of
It
solutions «r aluaina hydrosol as a function of the concentration of 
added HaCl* Figure 5 shews the results of this study wary will# These 
welues wore obtained after tho aelutlene hod stood iwernight, thus 
soaring that tho oquUiterlum hod boon reached*
inalysls of tho cause of tho variations in the seta j#t«*iial with 
a eeneeo&ratlaa of Hod was node thro# tho w o  of equations ( f ) ,  0 )  
sad (20)• Tho results of this calculation are also/included in figure 
5 a d  Table ?• Tho walnes of tho surface charge density are not totally 
teo to tho oddod Hod bat w o  o ooapos&to of tho added Hod and tho 
ionic oeeqponante inherent in tho sol before tho addition of any salt* 
Hammer, anrroctioR for tho initial charge density weald only offset 
tho wagnitade of tho ohargo density and not tho trend in tho dots*
Tho Initial, doeroaoo in tho seta potential wot bo attributed to 
tho doeroaoo in tho thickness of tho doable layer sines tho increase in 
y  would tend to cause an ineroase in tho sets potential* Tho addition 
of electrolytes to a colloidal solution will cause a decrease in the 
of tho double layer regardless of whether adsorption of tho 
electrolyte occurs* Increases in the electrolyte eoncentraticn beyond 
tho odwufcration Wore the thickness of the double layer because almost 
iatepm&mt of concentration cause wi&tiona in the seta potential 
which are doe to adsorption. It is, therefore, probable that adsorption 
of ions occurred act the low concentrations of electrolyte* It was not 
possible to dotoraino whether anions or cations were being adsorbed, 
alnoe the concentration effect on the double layer thickness would cause 
the seta potential to decrease regardless of the nature of tho ions 
adsorbed*











































































the properties ef the sol which determines it* refractive Index were 
unaltered by the HaCI within the s«a»ittvity of the sxpsriisan&s* It 
was also found that the molscular weight of the sol particles did not 
ebaage with concentration of Nad* Therefore# the only Kisamxrsable 
change occurring in the particle <m the addition of HaCI was sestetsted 
to changes In tho surface charge density and thickness of the double 
layer Mich were reflected In change* of the eeta potential*
The eowpTag nature of the atadna hydros©! particles was further 
shown in the pH hysterais reported In Figaro 6 and Table 71* The cense 
ef the hysterele eansot be wholly attributed to irreversibility of the 
altudna partiele serfaoe the system wee not at adeorptlctti
efnilibrisa* Sines the time reqtiired for a titration or foack«iitratl<m 
was net greatly different, the eeneeetratlcm cads ef the plot nay be 
thought ef ae a tine axle* The plot then becomes a rate eurwe* Go©- 
aiderlag the plot ae a rate carve allows as a possible explanation of 
the hystarsis the differenee in the oolecity ef reaction of the anions 
ef the base and cations ef the add with the alnmlxia* Thee* the flat 
peart.to—  ef the curve are dee to a fast reaction ef the partiele with 
the OK lens* The steep perilous resulted fro® a alee reaction and a 
subsequent large change in pH when the system was titrated with add# 
The steep portions ef the haekwtltratiens were mused by the acid or 
base reacting with the free add or base ef the bulk phase# 13w  rang® 
of pH cowered was selected so that ednticn of the ed as Al^* or 
did net occur (31)*
The study ef the effect of KaCl m  the molecular weight of the 
B|trrrfwu sol was reported In Tables VII# Till, and XX* Bo cxplamticsi 
has been found for fluctuations in turbidity, with and without the
to lnflntto dilution, n«n idth a miffloioat
*ouM bo TftllcU Tho H^it scattering data roportod in Figures ? - 3 in
%general staar a pxwmm*A dspsmdonee m  concentration of eel* tho 
offset of scoceatration ef eel on the t*«Mdtbgr m &  dlsspsmstrgr *»d 
interpreted oo showing that tho sol partielos hat* a marked M t mmt&m* 
tho eonospt of distance of closest approach as affooting optical 
ehareeberistlea of colloidal solatiems was introduced fcy ©sty «nd 
(I*)# According to this oaaoept tho sol particles are *m*~. 
taly dispersed «tfy ot w y  low eonc^iratlona# tho turbidity as 
ooXX oo tho diaaawaetry for such a systORi, wham plotted against omoia- 
trsiicn, boo a iwy steep slop* at low oonemtra&ieim* At Higher wo* 
castrations tho slope of tho plots decreases and finally goto to sore#
Tho slops begins to decrease at tho oonsontratlon of tho sol which 
ton tot tho shares of lnfXoonos of tho sol particles to begin to over­
lap* This oopooatgatloB is s measure of tho extent to which tho wotam 
is fillod with closest pocked spheres#
Tho dots Obtained la this study* canopt for sol 1, shows this typo 
of behavior to a wavy narked extent* Sotgr and Steiner developed egaatioms 
whiah sllev a eslsalation of tho distance of slosost approach ffccm tho 
slope ef either tho turbidity function or dissymaetry plotted 
as fbastism of ecneaatration* Alternately tho tmiMdmtoSm dependence 
of tho volmas nay bo oilenlated from tho equation describing
tho offset tgr aSmtfng seines of tho effective diameter until tho «xp®ri~ 
mental walaos of the turbidity or dissyaaotiy are realised# Seth of 
those methods require an accurate evaluation of the molecular weight# 
this easnot be obtaiaod trm the present data* this calculation 
was net oado#
Tho eoaoTwdas that the atodna hydrosol syafc«*» reported hers 
show each a maxhod orltloal concentration is of importance# Any property
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of eoHoidel solutions of which is obtained fro® ssHtsersnMw&ts
that m i  bo affected ty Interactions of the eolloidal particles, mmt 
m e l t  fre a M O M t a  conducted bale* the critical conoenfcmiieii* 
the molecular wui$*t obtained from light aoaiUrlng studies la watt a 
property* The data obtained frost the light scattering study #£ 1»
r^oarted in Table X, does not show the pronounced effect of concentration 
that e s  fcond for the other eel projections* Since the different 
stock eels sere prepared under ae nearly the ease ettadltions ae possible, 
It is improbable that the particles of eel 1 sere Significantly different 
fraa the partlolea of the other preparation** It Is probable that the 
eeneentretlCBi ef the sol saa not extended to a sufficiently loir concen­
tration to pass through the critical concentration* Therefore, any 
caloolatiotti of the molecular weight and aiae of the particles of sol 1 
idth the reported data would probably be in error*
In this study, if concentrations below the critical concentration 
had not been investigated, the ll#it scattering data would have given 
straight lines which rdght have been extrapolated and the resulting 
extrapolation erroneously used in subsequent calculations* It la a 
characteristic ef the li^xt scattering method of investigation ef
saCUitlens that the eoncentratlon dependence of the partiele 
interactions nay be tham in such a positive manner*
The effect ef adding electrolyte on the turbidity function and 
the dissymmetry was not pronounced beyond a NaCl concentration of 
2*5 x ld~3 k except in the ease of tine lowest sol concentration* The 
failure ef the light scattering quantities to change ocxxtimeusly with 
changing salt concentration can be interpreted as showing that the 
alumina sols still possess sufficient repulsion at the comentrations
7 *
studied to cause tho sphere of influence to resaain appMdJsafcely 
constant* Ho explanation has been found jfar the large value of the 
diaayataetiy of the radiation envelope at the lowest sol concentration*
Bis change in dieeyEaastiy idth insrowaing unit conoentratimi m e  ec®~ 
tiixuoua, Therefore, the data were considered to be valid*
It would be of Intereet to study tho light altering jrofwrtiee 
of alumina hydrosola over a range of partiele charge* which were varied 
nffleteeUy to change the electrostatic interactions ef the partioloe* 
tech a range of particle charge* could be obtained by using an electro* 
lyte which changed the original positive charge on the particle ccntim- 
coaly througi aero to an opposite, negative charge* the om$Lm 1m  
fe (GH)^ auy be sufficiently adsorbed to the particle# to produce each 
a change* If the electrolyte chosen to vary the potential is colored, 
the concentration added to the light scattering solution mmt be kept 
sufficiently loir so that no appreciable consumptive adsorption occurs* 
tech a study would, if conducted at sufficiently low concentrations of 
sola, provide data for the calculation of the effective diameter as a 
function of charge and concentration* to study qxiantitativsly the effect 
of seta potential on the light scattering properties, it would be meee~ 
sexy to study the variation in the seta potential for a wide range of 
salt to sol concentration ratios*
mrnmr
BSMUnMMSta Of tlMI Bftd potential Of tydlWMlols Wire
■ads under waxylng conditions through the use of tho single capillary 
teetedip** The conditions ef neasureswiii were w l « d  ty changing the 
amost of a M  electrolyte* Hea*ireH>**its ***** xaad* in solxUons of 
Had and H d  idiich hid a constant ionic strength if 0*01# The t e r n  
la a*ta potential with meant of added mid wa* atiribated to adaorptlm 
of hydrogen ion* free* tho solution*. It Mm
aota potential m  a function of tine, that ajgattartjaatalar 12 horn wa* 
mootaaiy for the aysten to eon* to elecfcroklnetie equilibrium# ld#t 
Mattwiag stadias on tho ms* ool preparation indicated that the 
systew waa an* which eaMMtad a constant distance of closest approach 
of tho particles.
Imwtigatiene of the wariatieaa in tot* potential with conee&» 
tration of added Had, up to a eeneatsbratlcm of 0.03 H#* dwwRl a 
prruwnoort rmrUtion in the aeta potential. tho calculated «ota 
potential was found to pas* through a fldstaMft at 7 * 1IT® H Had and 
than a* through a aodia at 15 x 10^ K Kad* tho surface charge 
density of the diffhs* layer of th* partiele and the double layer ihiek- 
n*e* w*ro oaloalatod for th* m m  BaCI coacerrtration range* tho thickness 
of the double layer decreased sharply with concentration at low eonoen- 
traUene of KaCl and thou beeaao almost independent of coneentratioii. 
the charge density insroased up to a concentration of 0*015 K Nad and
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mbh«n decreased slightly* The ErtidjBura ,1** the seta potential was Shown to 
w*sed by » change ffcom thft predominating influence of tho double 
layer thickness to tho predominating influence of thft charge density 
on thft sfttft potential* Th« maKjieiw in asta was postulated as * change 
fro* thft preferential adsorption of Sa* to thft adsorption of crto tht 
partial* surface*
tho light scattering characteristics of thft same sol preparation 
shewed that thft particles have apprmlmatftly thft sane sphere of infbu- 
ftBoft seen at thft highest, 0*03 H*, NaCl concentration* This indicated 
that tho electrostatic repu3atans gifting rise to the stoop slopes in 
tho light scattering measureswats were not sufficiently reduced to 
allow tho particles to approach tho more ideal oaso of no interactions*
All of thft light scattering data, with the possible exception of 
the investigation of sol preparation number 1, support the concept of 
the particles exhibiting a narked distance of closest approach* It was 
pointed oat that the investigation of sol 1 may have bs«n conducted 
at a esnoantratisn greater than the critical concentration* The conclusion 
that the sol particles have significant electrostatic repulsions, even 
at 0*Q3 K KaCl, Is of inportanee* The particles of the sol have a random 
distribution only bftlov this critical eoncentratlon* Any property of 
the n ^ » f  Icrdroftol system which is obtained from studies affected by 
interactions met result from measurements conducted at concentrations 
below the critical concentration*
It was not possible to calculate the effective diameter of the 
colloidal particles because of the extreme dependence of the scattered 
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